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Email remains the most effective way to communicate with your customers  
and prospects to drive crucial engagement. Built for developers and designed  
for marketers, SendGrid is a leader in customer communications. We work with 
over 80,000 customers and we’ve helped to scale the world’s fastest-growing 
companies.

SEND A LOT OF EMAIL? BRING IT ON.

“If you’re going to be sending a lot of email, you can be comfortable that SendGrid can 

handle the load. SendGrid works, and it works at scale.”

Alex Karweit, Engineering Lead at Nextdoor

With SendGrid, you can send large volumes of email with confidence that we will deliver. 
We send more than 1 billion emails per day with the industry’s lowest latency, and have 
customers who individually send an average of 70 million emails per day. No matter your 
email volume, you can trust SendGrid to get your mail delivered.

SendGrid for High Volume Senders

WHY CHOOSE SENDGRID AS YOUR EMAIL PARTNER?

We know that sending lots of email doesn’t matter if it never reaches your recipients. With SendGrid, you can trust that 

we will get your email delivered quickly and easily.

•  We send over 50 billion emails per month and understand the needs and requirements of high volume senders like you.

•  Use SendGrid for all your email needs, from shipping notifications and password recoveries to marketing 

campaigns and newsletters.

• Integrate in your preferred code language, and hone your email strategy with real-time analytics.
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SENDGRID EXPERTISE WHEN YOU NEED IT

As a high volume sender, your personal account team is committed to the success of your email program, and our 

global Support team is always ready to help.

• Partner with your dedicated Customer Success Manager to evaluate and strengthen your sending strategy.

•  Rely on our 24x7 Support team to help you navigate our UI and optimize the way you use SendGrid.

•  Enjoy prioritized support as a high volume customer, with expedited response times and access to our most 

experienced support reps.

IMPROVE EMAIL DELIVERY AND DRIVE BUSINESS RESULTS

SendGrid employs a knowledgeable team of deliverability experts who work with our high volume customers to clear 

hurdles on the way to the inbox.

•  Use our Onboarding Services to seamlessly connect your email environment to SendGrid’s APIs and get the most 

from our platform.

•  Improve your inboxing with our Expert Support package, including 1:1 coaching and proactive account monitoring.

•  Optimize your complex email integrations and your international email operations with our Expert Managed  

Service packages.

Learn More at SendGrid.com

Contact a SendGrid high volume sales rep for additional information.
+1 888 985 SEND (7363)

Get Started with SendGrid Today

THE SENDGRID DIFFERENCE

With unmatched deliverability, scalability, and support, SendGrid makes email easy.

Proven Deliverability Scale With Confidence Email Expertise
We offer domain authentication, 

compliance and deliverability coaching, 

and proactive ISP outreach to ensure you 

achieve optimal inbox delivery.

Whether you’re a startup or a large 

enterprise, we can handle your important 

emails. Our world-class platform processes 

more than 50 billion emails per month.

With SendGrid, you have an expert in 

your corner. Our Customer Success and 

Support teams give you the information 

and guidance you need, when you need it.
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